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Abstract
Secondary school students find it difficult to write elaborated causal explanations of scientific phenomena. They frequently present their own opinions and write descriptions of
their observations rather than linking observations with logical chains of causal reasoning,
underpinned by a theoretical framework, to provide explanations of scientific phenomena.
Science teachers also express difficulties in supporting students to develop scientific writing skills. In order to improve students’ written scientific explanations, a teaching strategy
known as the Thinking Frames Approach (TFA) was introduced into two Grade 9 classrooms over two years. This multidimensional conceptual change strategy makes use of the
affordances of student-generated multiple representations, teacher-student questioning,
and small group discussions to support students in constructing understanding and written
explanations. Students are also taught to reflect on and evaluate their written explanations.
Students’ written responses explaining observations of scientific phenomena were collected
over a nine-month period and evaluated using the analysis system for student explanations
developed by de Andrade et al. (Res Sci Educ 49:787-807, 2019). A significant improvement in students’ written explanations linking observations with logical chains of reasoning and scientific theories was observed over this period. The TFA provides a strategy that
teachers may implement to support students in developing skills in writing explanations by
providing an appropriate level of scaffolding in the writing process. An added benefit of
this approach was students’ increased confidence in producing written explanations.
Keywords Writing scientific explanations · Multiple representations · Scaffolding · Causal
reasoning

Introduction
Recent education reforms have included a focus on developing literacy skills across all
subject domains, including teaching students to write causal scientific explanations and
present arguments in science (ACARA, 2016a, b; Council of Ministers of Education, 2013;
National Research Council, 2012). Construction of scientific explanations of observed
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phenomena is one of the core practices of scientists and hence should be an important
feature of learning to think like a scientist (Zimmerman, 2007). The emphasis placed on
using theoretical models to write causal explanations of scientific phenomena in some end
of schooling external examinations further highlights the importance of developing these
skills (Fensham & Bellocchi, 2013). However, few strategies to guide teachers in developing students’ skills to produce written explanations have been studied (Nawani et al., 2019).
Writing scientific explanations needs to be explicitly developed (McNeill et al., 2006;
Osborne et al., 2004). Middle school and older students tend to make claims without
using reasoning to support those claims and rarely refer to underlying theoretical models
to justify explanations (Jimenez-Aleixandre et al., 2000; McNeill et al., 2006). This study
investigates the efficacy of a multi-dimensional conceptual change strategy, the Thinking
Frames Approach (TFA) (Newberry et al., 2011) which provides scaffolding through production of multiple representations in improving students’ written causal explanations.
Multidimensional conceptual change approaches in science education are based upon
the integration of epistemological, ontological, and affective frameworks for understanding
how students can be guided to adopt scientific models for explanation of phenomena (Duit
& Treagust, 2012). Beginning with the conceptual change model of Posner et al. (1982), a
multidimensional conceptual change strategy, such as the TFA, provides cognitive conflict
between the student’s presently held naïve conceptions and scientific conceptions, in order
to make students aware of the need to change their explanations for a particular phenomenon. Additionally, the framework theory of Vosniadou (1994) and understanding of ontological category shifts described by Chi (1992) resulted in recognition that, for conceptual
change to occur, conflicts between students’ underlying ontological models and scientific
models must also be explicitly addressed. However, it was found that focusing on the cognitive aspects of conceptual change, without engaging affective aspects of learning, did not
result in long-lasting adoption of scientific understanding and students tended to return to
the prior explanations that they had held (Duit & Treagust, 1998). Studies of Intentional
Conceptual Change (Sinatra & Pintrich, 2003) showed the importance of developing students’ self-efficacy and motivation in order to engage learners and support long-term and
intentional adoption of scientific understanding. The TFA is a multidimensional conceptual
change approach (McLure et al., 2020c) which includes strategies to address all three of
these domains of conceptual understanding in order to support students in developing scientific explanations for phenomena.

What Makes a Good Scientific Explanation?
Before discussing the elements of a good scientific explanation, it is necessary to clarify
the distinction between a scientific argument and a scientific causal explanation. Although
these two terms are frequently used interchangeably, Osborne and Patterson (2011) argue
that these two modes differ in epistemic function: a scientific argument uses empirical
evidence and counter-evidence to support or argue against a tentative claim purporting
to explain observations; while a scientific explanation is a causal-mechanistic account of
why a particular phenomenon occurs based on accepted theoretical models (Tang, 2016).
While both scientific arguments and explanations are important features of science, and
hence science education (Braaten & Windschitl, 2011), Brigandt (2016) argues that it is
important to differentiate between these two forms of writing and to ensure that both forms
are developed. This paper focuses on scientific causal explanations rather than arguments,
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since limited attention has been paid to developing strategies to improve students’ scientific
explanations.
Gilbert et al. (2000) identified six types of explanations. The types that this paper will
focus on are those that describe the properties of the materials involved in the phenomena
being explained, interpret relevant models to understand these properties, and produce a
causal mechanism which links the model with the observed effect (Gilbert et al., 2000).
A framework developed by de Andrade et al. (2019) is used to measure causal explanation levels of students’ written work. This framework is based upon two theoretical models
rooted in philosophy of science: the causal model (Salmon, 1984; Woodward, 2003) which
requires that a phenomenon be traced back to a series of events (based on theoretical entities or laws) and the unification model (Friedman, 1974; Kitcher, 1989) which link a number of phenomena to models to build a more comprehensive understanding of the universe.
What then makes a good scientific causal explanation? de Andrade et al. (2019) identified four elements of good scientific explanations: relevance, based on a theoretical framework, contains appropriate and explicit causal links between observations and the theoretical framework, and makes reference to microscopic, sub-microscopic, or non-visible
entities and processes such as particles, energy, and forces. However, studies have shown
that students frequently fail to recognize the most relevant aspects of a phenomenon (e.g.,
Faria et al., 2014), have difficulty linking observations that they make with an underlying
theoretical scientific model (e.g., Taber & Garcia-Franco, 2010), and struggle to represent
their understanding of visible processes in terms of non-visible entities (e.g., Prain et al.,
2009).

Studies Focusing on the Improvement of Students’ Written Explanations
While there have been numerous studies of ways in which to support students in producing
written arguments based on inquiry tasks or data, such as the Claim, Evidence, Reasoning (CER) framework (e.g., Hsu et al., 2015; McNeill et al., 2006; Yang & Wang, 2014),
there have been few studies reporting the development of strategies to support students
in producing written causal explanations (Tang, 2016). Questions have been raised about
the suitability of the CER framework to evaluate and support written explanations, as this
framework focuses on reasoning using empirical evidence to support claims, while the
focus of causal explanations is on the application of widely accepted theoretical models to
provide explanations of natural phenomena (Osborne & Patterson, 2011; Tang, 2016).
In order to help students scaffold scientific explanations, Tang (2016) identified a threecomponent construct: presenting the premise of the underlying laws/theoretical models (P),
reasoning (R) using a series of causal statements, and a description of the outcome (O).
However, although students found the PRO scaffold helpful in organising scientific explanations, concerns were expressed over the rigidity of the structure and difficulties students
found in identifying PRO in different contexts (Tang, 2016).
Although a framework for supporting students in producing causal-mechanistic written
explanations in senior biology topics was described by Nawani et al. (2019) which involved
an iterative process of constructing and revising an explanatory story, and then applying
that explanation in other scenarios, this research did not evaluate the success of such an
approach in terms of improvements in student explanations. The proposed use of the TFA
in this study presents an alternative way forward for supporting students in writing elaborated causal explanations.
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The Thinking Frames Approach (TFA)
The TFA is a multidimensional conceptual change approach that engages students’
interest and cognition through presentation of discrepant events, scaffolds explanation
development through production of multiple representations of explanations in verbal,
pictorial, and written modes, supports co-construction of understanding through small
group interactions and careful questioning strategies used by the teacher, and gives
opportunity for self-reflection and evaluation of explanations (McLure et al., 2020c).
TFA lessons are comprised of the following elements:
1. Challenging alternative conceptions: Students are placed in small groups and are
presented with a scenario designed to challenge alternative conceptions held in that
topic. Following a small group discussion where they predict what would happen and
why, they present ideas to the class. The teacher then carries out the demonstration
(or describes the outcome of a scenario) and students produce an explanation which is
consistent with observations. These revised explanations are then presented to the class.
2. Encouraging elaborated construction of verbal explanations: Socratic questioning by the
teacher supports students in elaborating explanations, linking explanations to observations
and the ontological model (e.g., the particle model of matter or theories of heat transfer).
3. Explanations in pictorial and written modes: Keywords for writing explanations are
identified by students. Working in the small groups, they construct individual diagrammatic explanations. Understanding is then transferred into a logical sequence of short
dot points and finally, elaborated written explanation of the phenomenon are produced
(Treagust et al., 2018). Production of student-generated multiple representations have
been shown to motivate students to engage more fully with explanation construction and
support students to adopt higher levels of explanation (Chang et al., 2016), including
more frequent use of non-visible entities and causal statements (McLure et al., 2021).
While students create multiple representations of their understanding, the teacher moves
between groups using questioning to encourage further elaboration of ideas.
4. Engaging meta-cognition through self-evaluation: Students use a rubric, the Levels Mountain
(LM) (Newberry et al., 2005), to critique and mark their own written explanations. Levels
1 and 2 of the LM describe simple and more detailed descriptions of students’ observations
which do not provide a causal statement. Level 3 is a simple causal explanation. Level 4
describes a more detailed explanation which includes aspects of the scientific model. A level
5 explanation includes more complex chains of reasoning linked to a scientific model.
5. Feedback from the teacher: The teacher uses the LM rubric to evaluate students’ explanations. They provide specific and constructive feedback about ways in which the student may
improve their explanation to meet the next level on the LM (c.f. Hattie & Timperley, 2007).
6. Gradual building of conceptual understanding over time: A series of TFA lessons supporting students in constructing understanding of different aspects of the theoretical
scientific model are designed for each topic.

Research Questions
The research questions investigate the efficacy of the TFA in developing students’ written
causal explanations of scientific phenomena: What evidence is there that the TFA supports
students in writing scientific explanations? What are the students’ perceptions of the TFA
in terms of support for writing scientific explanations?
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Method
Research Design
This study was part of two-year explanatory sequential mixed-methods (Creswell, 2014) research
investigating the effects of the TFA as implemented in the teaching of a variety of science topics.
It presents a longitudinal explanatory case study (Yin, 2009) of students in two Grade 9 classes
and their experience of the TFA over nine months as they wrote explanations of phenomena
in physics, chemistry, and biology topics. Apart from some anecdotal reports of the efficacy of
the TFA for improving students’ written explanations, no research had been published studying
the effects of the TFA on conceptual understanding and student writing prior to this study. The
supportive effects of the TFA on students’ conceptual understanding (McLure et al., 2020b, c,
d), affective aspects of learning (McLure et al., 2020a), and benefits for inclusion of students
with special educational needs (McLure, 2020) have been presented in earlier publications by the
author.

Context and Participants
Research was conducted in two Grade 9 classes (15-year-old; N = 51) over two consecutive
years in a moderate-fee paying co-educational non-government school in Australia. Classes
were of mixed ability and on average students had mid-range socio-economic status for the
region, according to government statistics. The study commenced after obtaining ethics
approval and informed consent from all participants and their caregivers. The teacher in
both years was a teacher-researcher with 10 years’ experience. Examples of written explanations under exam conditions at the end of the teaching period from a class that had not
experienced the TFA were used as a comparison. Comparison was appropriate as the two
Grade 9 classes had no significant differences in numeracy and literacy results as measured
by t-test comparison of results from national standardised testing (NAPLAN).

The Thinking Frames Approach Lessons
An example of a series of TFA lessons is found in Table 1. The overall aim of these lessons
was to build understanding of thermal energy (McLure et al., 2020d), what it is, how it is
transferred, why some materials are poor or good conductors of thermal energy, ways that
thermal energy can be transferred, and to explain why increasing thermal energy does not
always lead to an increase in temperature.

Data Collection
Samples of students’ written explanations from the first TFA lesson in each year provided examples of pre-intervention writing skills. In this lesson, students were asked
to explain why the atomic model changed over time. After watching short videos presenting three atomic models (Dalton’s, Thomson’s, and Rutherford’s) and evidence that
changed understanding of the atom, students were asked to discuss the reasons why the
atomic model had changed, present an explanation to the class, and then represent their
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Guiding questions

Heating a paper cup

Latent heat

Melting ice
Convection

Conduction

‘Cold’ is an entity that moves from one area to another. Do not recognize
that energy is passed from one molecule to another through collisions

Alternative conceptions challenged

All materials conduct heat in the same way. Do not recognize that the
sub-microscopic arrangement of atoms determines how well a material
conducts heat
Explain why ice on the metal plate melted faster than on the ceramic plate Metals are intrinsically cold
Explain how a whole room can heat up if a radiator is in the corner. How Do not recognize that heat can be transferred through the bulk movement
does double glazing help to keep the room warm?
of particles with greater or less energy. Do not recognize that conduction
requires contact between materials
Explain why the temperature of water increases as we heat it from 0 °C to Heat and temperature are the same thing
100 °C but then stays at 100 °C
Explain why a paper cup with water in it does not burn when placed over All materials undergo the same temperature change when the same amount
a Bunsen burner while one without water does burn
of heat is applied

Explain why the drawing pins fell off the metal rods sooner than the glass
rod when heated on the other ends

Thermal equilibrium Explain how the temperature changes when “hot” (77 °C) water is mixed
with “cold” (19 °C) water

Lesson topics

Table 1  Series of TFA lessons in the topic of thermal energy
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explanation through drawings, summary points, and an extended written explanation.
Student worksheets were collected after this and all other TFA lessons.
Students of one Grade 9 class who learned with the TFA and a comparison class in
the same year were examined ten days after the teaching cycle on thermal physics. The
extended examination question was based on TFA14. Both classes had been shown this
experiment. While the experimental group constructed explanations of their observations using the TFA, the comparison group had developed explanations with the teacher
without the use of the TFA. This gave the opportunity to compare independently produced written explanations from a non-treatment and treatment group.
A purposive sample of students (n = 27) representing all achievement levels were
interviewed using a semi-structured interview protocol to probe student perceptions of
the TFA at the end of the year. Students were asked to describe their feelings about writing scientific explanations before and after learning with the TFA.

Analysis of Written Explanations
A generalised analysis framework for scientific explanations was employed to evaluate students’ written explanations (de Andrade et al., 2019). Written explanations were
compared where the same students were present in both lessons and the majority of
students were present. Mean and standard deviations were determined for each lesson;
two-tailed paired t-tests, 95% confidence intervals, and Cohen effect sizes were calculated between writing from the first TFA lesson and a final TFA lessons to determine the
degree of change in level of written explanations over the period of teaching. Analyses
using the de Andrade et al. (2019) framework were carried out twice, and cross checks
were made to compare all responses that were deemed to be at the same level to ensure
consistency in marking. Responses under exam conditions were marked by the author
and these marks were checked and corroborated by a second teacher.

Explanation Analysis Using the Framework of de Andrade et al. (2019)
Students’ written explanations were evaluated at the end of each lesson using the Levels
Mountain (LM) rubric (Newberry et al., 2005) described above. The analysis rubric for
scientific explanations developed by de Andrade et al. (2019) (Fig. 1) has similar levels
to those found in the LM framework but clarifies and elaborates those levels. For this
reason, this rubric was used post hoc to analyse students’ written explanations and compare written explanation levels over a nine-month period. Levels within this framework
were given values of 1 (non-explanation) through to 6 (complex explanation).

Results
Development of Students’ Written Explanations
Students in two Grade 9 classes over two consecutive years learned a variety of topics
using the TFA: atomic structure and bonding, ecosystems, thermal energy, and electricity.
To analyse the development of students’ written explanations across that period, data from
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Fig. 1  de Andrade et al.’s (2019) framework for analysis of written explanations reproduced with permission

TFA lessons where the same students were present (n = 26) were analysed. Mean explanation levels, as determined using the de Andrade et al. (2019) framework for written explanations, are presented in Table 2. Grade 9 students began the year by writing descriptions
of their observations rather than causal explanations of phenomena (TFA1, M < 4).
Students found certain topics easier to write explanations about. For example, most students wrote elaborated causal explanations using scientific language to explain why scientists believe that simple organisms like jellyfish will take over the oceans (TFA6, M = 4.38)
after watching a documentary about the effects of overfishing. Many of the concepts
related to food chains and webs were familiar to students and involved interactions between
visible entities, which may be easier for students to explain than those that require discussion of interactions on a microscopic or sub-microscopic level (Gilbert & Treagust, 2009).
The concepts within the thermal energy topic, however, were unfamiliar to students and
they held many alternative conceptions about thermal energy at the beginning of the unit
(TFA10) which resulted in a slight decrease in mean scores. However, they were mostly
able to write elaborated causal explanations for thermal physics phenomena presented in
TFA 10, 12, and 14. The statistically significant improvement in ability to link cause and
effect and use scientific language over the period of implementation can be seen when
comparing the mean level for TFA1 (M = 3.27) with that of TFA14 (M = 4.93). The effect
size for this improvement was very high at 1.87. A plateau effect was seen towards the end
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Chemistry (atomic structure)

Chemistry (atomic structure)
Biology (ecosystems)
Physics
(thermal energy)
Physics
(thermal energy)
Physics
(thermal energy)

TFA1

TFA3
TFA6
TFA10

***

p < 0.001

Paired t-test TFA1 vs 14
95% CI (difference of means)
Cohen’s d

TFA14

TFA12

Topic

Lesson No

Why does a paper cup on a Bunsen burner burns immediately while one with water
in it does not burn?

How can a small radiator be used to heat a whole room?

How are objects dated using C-14 radioactivity?
Why do scientists believe that animals like jellyfish will take over the oceans?
Why are metals better conductors of thermal energy than glass?

How do we know about the structure of the atom using the models of the atom and
the evidence for them?

Guiding Question

Table 2  Evaluation of Grade 9 students’ written explanations using de Andrade et al. (2019) framework (n = 26)

6.68***
[1.14, 2.16]
1.87

4.93 (0.80)

4.38 (0.98)

4.11 (1.07)
4.38 (1.17)
4.19 (0.94)

3.27 (0.96)

M (SD)

Research in Science Education
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of the year, as students became aware of the elements required in writing elaborated causal
explanations.
Examples of written explanations at each de Andrade et al. (2019) level are given in
Table 3.
To compare the change between TFA1 and TFA14 for all Grade 9 students, a t-test comparison was made with data from 46 students who completed both lessons (Table 4). The
analysis reveals a statistically significant improvement in production of causal explanations
and a very large Cohen effect size of 1.51 (Table 4). The distribution of levels of the written explanations for TFA1 and TFA14 are presented in Fig. 2. There were eight non-explanations in response to the first TFA lesson and no non-explanations in response to the 14th
TFA lesson. Additionally, there were five simple scientific explanations and no complex
scientific explanations in lesson 1 while there were 16 simple and 10 complex scientific
explanations given in lesson 14.

Comparison of Written Explanations in an Extended Examination Question
The results from an extended answer question on thermal physics administered under exam
conditions can be seen in Table 5. Students from the TFA group had achieved a mean level
of 4.44 when socially constructing explanations in the classroom. Although the mean for
the same group of students when constructing explanations alone under exam conditions
dropped to 4.00 (Table 5), this still showed a significantly higher number of scientific
explanations when compared with the comparison group (M = 2.76).
A comparison of the explanation levels attained by the TFA and comparison groups is
found in Fig. 3. The answers given by students from the TFA group were noticeably more
detailed and 10 students produced simple or complex explanations linking the scientific
concepts of thermal physics with the observations in this experiment, compared to two students from the comparison group who produced simple scientific explanations. Correct use
of concepts such as thermal heat capacity and understanding of latent heat of vaporisation
and thermal equilibrium, while present in many written explanations of the TFA group,
were absent from all of the comparison group explanations despite having learned about
each of these concepts in class.

Examples of Students’ Written Explanations
Over the period learning using the TFA, students’ written explanations increased in the
use of scientific concepts, and in explanations of observations in terms of scientific theories. TFA 14 gave opportunities for students to write explanations of questions that linked
several concepts from previous lessons. Explanations that scored a level 6 were not only
scientifically accurate, used appropriate vocabulary, but they were also well-organised and
synthesised a variety of thermal concepts. The increased elaboration of ideas, use of causal
links between observations, non-visible processes, and scientific theory, and use of scientific vocabulary in written explanations is illustrated in the writing of Willa. Willa was chosen as an example of a student who achieved average results in science prior to the study
and who began with low feelings of self-efficacy as a science student. She consistently
engaged with the TFA process over the year of this study and represents the many students
who started the year writing simple descriptions rather than explanations and progressed to
writing elaborated causal explanations.
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Description of observations (no mention of theoretical properties of matter)
Description (without causal links) of observations including (incorrect) use of
theoretical properties or entities (e.g., ignition temperature, thermal energy)
Simple explanation based on properties of material without a complete chain of
reasoning
One chain of reasoning with causal links between theoretical properties and
observations

Complex and elaborated chain(s) of reasoning

2
3

6

5

4

“Water and fire are enemies. So that’s why the cup doesn’t burn. Water always wins
unless it is a bushfire. Fire simply jumps over waterways.”

Unconnected, incorrect or irrelevant information

1

“The water in the cup stops the cup heating up as quickly.”
“When water is placed in a paper cup and over a Bunsen burner it will not catch
flame because it doesn’t reach its ignition temperature because the water stops it.”
“The cup without water reaches its ignition temperature quickly but the water in the
cup stops it heating up quickly because of its high heat capacity.”
“The cup without water reaches its ignition point quickly. The water in the cup has
a high heat capacity and absorbs a lot of heat from the paper cup (flame) as the
temperature rises slowly. The temperature of the water cannot go over 100 °C as
this is its boiling point.”
“An empty paper cup has a rather low heat capacity. When heated, the cup will
absorb some energy before it reaches the ignition temperature and burns. Water
has a much higher heat capacity, meaning it takes more energy to change the
temperature of it. When you fill the cup with water, the thermal energy being
released by the Bunsen burner is conducted through the air to the cup, and then
through the cup to the water. The water absorbs more heat than the cup alone
could and prevents the temperature of the cup from getting too high. In fact, the
cup will never burn. Because the boiling point of water is lower than the ignition
point of the cup, the water will keep absorbing energy until it reaches 100 °C.
Once there, any thermal energy absorbed goes towards breaking the attractions
in the water and turning it to steam, rather than raising the temperature to the
ignition point of the cup.”

Example of student writing at this level

Level Criteria

Table 3  Examples of writing levels in answer to TFA14

Research in Science Education
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Table 4  Improvement in all Grade 9 students’ written explanations using de Andrade et al.’s framework
(n = 46)

Mean level
***

TFA 1
M (SD)

TFA 14
M (SD)

Paired t-test
TFA1 vs 14

95% CI (difference of means)

Cohen’s d

2.98 (1.22)

4.65 (1.00)

9.37***

[1.31, 2.03]

1.51

p < 0.001

20
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

TFA1

TFA14

Fig. 2  Comparison of levels of written explanations for TFA1 and TFA14 (n = 46)

At the beginning of the year, Willa’s answer to TFA1 gave a description of two different models of the atom together with a description of Rutherford’s experiment. This was a
mixed description, based on the de Andrade et al. (2019) framework, because, although she
mentioned sub-atomic particles, she did not produce any causal statements to explain why
observations led to these changes in theoretical models.
Willa (TFA1): Firstly, Dalton believed that atoms were indivisible and very small but
then he found that they could be split. Then Thomson’s theory was that an atom was
like a cake with the electrons being the pieces of fruit and the rest of the cake being
positive. Finally, Rutherford conducted an experiment where he fired positively
charged alpha particles at a gold sheet and recorded where they went with a sensor.
Some richochetted [sic] off of the sheet but most went through to the other side.
(Mixed description, 3)
By the middle of the second semester, however, Willa was able to produce more elaborated causal explanations. Her explanation for TFA14 successfully linked the concepts of
thermal energy transfer, thermal heat capacity, and latent heat of vaporisation to explain
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p < 0.001

4.00 (1.46)

Extended answer question

***

TFA group (n = 28)
Mean (SD)

de Andrade et al. framework
2.76 (1.10)

Comparison group (n = 29)
M% (SD)

Table 5  Experimental and comparison group written explanations under exam conditions

[0.51, 1.92]

95% CI (difference of means)

Cohen’s effect size (d)
0.96

t-test
3.48***

Research in Science Education
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14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Experimental group

Comparison group

Fig. 3  Comparison of explanation levels of TFA (n = 29) and comparison group (n = 32) under exam conditions

that the cup over the Bunsen burner did not reach ignition temperature when it contained
water. Although she displayed a limited understanding of thermal equilibrium, she used
a complex chain of reasoning, together with correct usage of other scientific vocabulary
to produce a cohesive argument. Her written explanation displays considerable conceptual
growth in the topic of thermal physics.
Willa (TFA14): When a cup filled with water is heated by a Bunsen burner, thermal
energy from the Bunsen burner is transferred to the paper cup through both radiation
and conduction. The cup heats the water through conduction, and convection means
that the water is heated [throughout]. Water has a high thermal heat capacity, and
because of the water and the cup’s contact thermal equilibrium keeps the cup and the
water’s temperature rising together slowly. When their temperature reaches 100°C,
the thermal energy is used for latent heat of vaporisation. The cup cannot light on fire
because of thermal equilibrium and until the water is all evaporated the cup will not
be able to reach its ignition temperature.
(Complex scientific explanation, 6)
In an interview with Willa at the end of the year she indicated that she believed that she
was much more able to understand new scientific concepts, felt confident in expressing
explanations in a written format, and was much more interested in Science as a whole.
Willa: With the Thinking Frames I am really confident now. I used not to be, but the
TFA really helps. At the beginning of the year, my confidence was at a 2 [out of 10]
because I knew a limited amount of stuff about concepts, but learning new concepts
was really hard because it wasn’t really working for me. And now it is like a 10 with
the TFA. I was really bad at the beginning of the year writing scientific explanations.
I didn’t really have words I could use to explain it without drawing something but
the TFA has helped me a lot as well because it’s just structured better for me to write
down scientific explanations. Beginning it was about 1 [out of 10] and at the end it
was about 9 or 10. [My interest in Science] has really improved. Like at the start I
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was OK with doing science. And then with the TFA learning about interesting things
that I wouldn’t really have thought about and I want to know. Interest at the beginning was about a 3 or 4 and now it is about a 10 because I am way more interested.

Changes in Student Confidence in Writing Scientific Explanations
In interviews at the end of the year, 19 of the 27 students interviewed described much
greater confidence in writing scientific explanations after learning with the TFA. Four students noted that they had more confidence in knowing how to use scientific vocabulary
correctly, while seven students said that practice forming explanations multiple times in
different modes (verbal, pictorial, written) within a given TFA lesson gave greater fluency
and confidence in producing written explanations. Students identified a number of aspects
of the TFA which supported them in constructing understanding of the phenomena and this
in turn, supported their ability to write causal explanations: use of multiple representations
(n = 21), scaffolding of explanation construction (n = 14), gradual development of understanding of the theoretical model (n = 19), co-construction and peer support within small
groups (n = 21), and feedback (n = 21) (McLure et al., 2020c).

Discussion
Evidence presented in this study suggests that using the TFA provides teachers with a
way forward for explicitly supporting students in writing elaborated causal explanations
of scientific phenomena. While eight students (17%) gave non-explanations and 23 students (50%) simply described the key observations related to the guiding question without
addressing the underlying causes in the first lesson, by the end of the 14th TFA lesson,
no students gave non-explanations and only four students (9%) gave descriptions of the
phenomena (Fig. 2). Students’ initial difficulties identifying the most relevant aspects of
a phenomenon is consistent with studies of students’ written explanations of Faria et al.
(2014). Participating in the TFA enabled students to identify the key observations which
were directly related to the guiding question.
Similar to the study of Taber and Garcia-Franco (2010), students in this study initially
had difficulty relating observations to underlying scientific models (c.f. Jimenez-Aleixandre et al., 2000; McNeill et al., 2006) and using non-visible processes and entities in their
explanations (Prain et al., 2009). In the first lesson, only 10 students (22%) gave associative explanations without elaboration or complete chains of reasoning and five students
(11%) produced one simple causal chain of reasoning. However, by the end of the teaching
period, 32 students (91%) were able to produce a causal explanation at an associative, simple, or complex level (Fig. 2). Furthermore, while no students were initially able to produce complex scientific explanations, 10 students (22%) were producing complex causal
explanations after learning with the TFA.
The benefit to students was further highlighted by a comparison made between students in the TFA group and a non-treatment class who were asked to write a scientific
explanation under exam conditions. Sixty-six percent of students who had learned to
write elaborated causal explanations using the TFA were independently able to produce
causal explanations at an associative level or higher compared to 28% of students in the
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comparison class who had not experienced the support of the TFA to write explanations
(Fig. 3).
The evidence indicates that the TFA provided explicit scaffolding for students to develop
causal written explanations, the need for which was suggested by McNeill et al. (2006)
and Osborne et al. (2004). This resulted in a significant improvement in students’ engagement with theoretical scientific concepts such as specific heat capacity and latent heat of
vaporisation, and successful use of non-visible entities and processes such as energy transfer between particles through collisions and changes in density due to those collisions.
As noted in a prior study utilising the affordances of student-generated diagrams to explain
phenomena (McLure et al., 2021), students who engaged with producing both verbal and pictorial representations of their explanations were more likely to integrate sub-microscopic and
non-visible entities into those explanations. As students produced multiple representations
of their explanations (verbally through co-construction of understanding with peers, through
drawing and summary dot-points, culminating in an elaborated written explanation), they
were able to build more complex chains of reasoning. Socratic questioning drew students’
attention to underlying theoretical models, and self-evaluation using the LM rubric encouraged greater self-regulation. As students received feedback about the level of their writing,
they also became more aware of the elements that make up causal explanations and further
engaged with the co-construction process (McLure et al., 2020a). Gains in both conceptual
understanding, as evidenced by improved outcomes on conceptual tests (McLure et al., 2020c,
d) and in written explanation levels, resulted in students’ increased confidence in their ability
to write causal explanations. Tests of conceptual understanding and student results based on
other assessment strategies indicated that students were performing at or above the expected
achievement standards for their age group (ACARA, 2016a). The increase in confidence in
understanding new scientific concepts and writing explanations is detailed in a longitudinal
study of the TFA (McLure et al., 2020c) and a case study of one student’s experience (McLure
et al., 2020a).

Limitations and Future Research
This study was carried out in two classrooms with relatively small groups of students.
Although the results were replicated in the following year, further studies of the effects
of the TFA as a support for developing students’ written explanations with larger
cohorts would provide further evidence for the benefits of this approach. Additionally, the benefits of the TFA as a structured approach for supporting other teachers in
developing students’ written explanations would further validate the transferability of
this approach. It was beyond the scope of this study to investigate what other writing
improvement programs students may have been engaged in, for instance in English lessons, during the period of this study. However, since students in the comparison group
would also have been engaged in similar programs, the higher degree of improvement
observed in the TFA group indicates that the TFA has benefits for written explanations
beyond those conferred by participation in more generalised writing programs.
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Conclusion
This longitudinal study of implementation of the TFA to support students in writing scientific
explanations showed that, while the majority (> 50%) of students began the year by writing
non-explanations or descriptions rather than causal explanations, more than 90% of students
were able to write causal scientific explanations of scientific phenomena after learning with the
TFA over a nine-month period. Additionally, students became more confident in identifying the
key observational aspects that should be included in explanations and making links between
theoretical scientific concepts, non-visible entities and processes and their observations.
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